


Empress brings you modern day opulence in the form of  wallpaper. 

With beautifully distressed metallics featured on elegant designs, this 

collection will provide you with a stunning and sophisticated room. 

The selection of  damasks, geometrics and textures are created with an 

easy living colour pallet and finished with hints of  golds and silvers for 

a truly regal look. 

Use any of  the designs on one or multiple walls for a quick and 

dramatic transformation. You can also use the coordinating plain to get 

the complete look. Printed on our special paste-the-wall paper for super 

fast decorating and fully strippable for when you fancy a change. 

Empress







This beautiful Victorian Damask Wallpaper will 

add a stylish finishing touch to any room. The 

design features a distressed metallic damask on a 

matte, textured background for a contemporary 

feel. This high quality vinyl wallpaper would 

look great when used to create a feature wall or 

to decorate an entire room in most rooms of  

your home.





This opulent Mercury Stripe wallpaper features a wide stripe 

design on a matte textured background and infused with 

subtle metallic. Easy to apply, this high quality wallpaper 

would look great as a feature wall or equally good when used 

to decorate a whole room and can be hung vertically or 

horizontally.









Kintsugi is the Japanese art of  repairing broken objects 

with powdered gold, silver, or platinum, to embrace it 

imperfections. Our kintsugi wallpaper not only looks 

fabulous but turn any old, dull walls into an opulent and 

stylish surface. 





















This stylish Albert textured wallpaper will add the perfect 

finishing touch to most rooms of  your home. The simple but 

effective design features a textured rough vertical stripe effect 

that has a subtle tonal finish. This high quality wallpaper 

would look great when used alone or coordinated with other 

designs in the Empress Collection.






